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ABSTRACT
The central compact object 1E 161348−5055 in the supernova remnant RCW
103 has a spin period ∼ 6.67 hr, making it the slowest isolated pulsar. It is be-
lieved that a supernova fallback disk is required to spin down the neutron star to
the current spin period within a few 103 yr. The mass of the fallback disk around
newborn neutron stars can provide useful information on the supernova processes
and the possible detection limit with optical/infrared observations. However, it
is controversial how massive the disk is in the case of 1E 161348−5055. In this
work we simulate the spin evolution of a magnetar that is driven by the inter-
action between the disk and the star’s magnetic field. Compared with previous
studies, we take into account various critical conditions that affect the formation
and evolution of the fallback disk. Our calculation shows that we can reproduce
the extremely slow spin of 1E 161348−5055 when taking the initial disk mass
Md ∼ 10
−7M⊙ and the neutron star magnetic field B ≥ 5× 10
15 G. This implies
that 1E 161348−5055 may be a magnetar with very special initial parameters.
However, if future observations reveal more objects like 1E 161348−5055, then
stringent constraints can be obtained on the supernova fallback.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks - pulsars: individuals: 1E 161348-
5055; RCW 103 - stars: magnetars
1. Introduction
The central compact object (CCO) 1E 161348−5055 (hereafter 1E 1613) was discovered
with Einstein (Tuohy & Garmire 1980). It is located close to the center of the supernova rem-
nant (SNR) RCW 103 with an age ∼ 2000 − 4000 yr (Clark & Caswell 1976; Nugent et al.
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1984; Gotthelf et al. 1997; Carter et al. 1997; Chevalier 2005). De Luca et al. (2006) re-
ported a 6.67 hr periodicity with XMM-Newton observation, which may originate from either
an orbital period of a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) or a spin period of an isolated neutron
star (NS). However, there is no counterpart in optical or radio detected (Tuohy et al. 1983;
De Luca et al. 2008), casting doubt on the binary nature. Tendulkar et al. (2017) report the
detection of an infrared counterpart with Hubble Space Telescope after the latest outburst.
The counterpart properties rule out the binary scenario and mimic the infrared emission
of isolated NSs. Observations of outbursts from 1E 1613 and the evolution of the spec-
tral and timing properties along the outburst decay indicate this source to be a magnetar
(Rea & Esposito 2011; D’A`ı et al. 2016; Rea et al. 2016; Borghese et al. 2018).
A problem in the magnetar scenario is how to spin down the NS from a birth period
less than 1 s to about 6.67 hr via magneto-dipole radiation within a few kyr (De Luca et al.
2006). Therefore, additional spin-down torque is required, possibly provided by a SN fallback
disk, which interacted with the NS in the past propeller stage (De Luca et al. 2006; Li 2007).
Simulation of the spin evolution implies that the magnetic field could be of order 1015 G
(De Luca et al. 2006). In this case the initial mass of the fallback disk plays a vital role for
the following reasons. (1) It provides useful information about the SN’s explosion energy
and the angular momentum transport in the ejected material (Perna et al. 2014). (2) It
largely determines the evolution of the mass flow rate in the disk (Cannizzo et al. 1990).
(3) The radiation of the disk in optical and infrared also depends on the initial disk mass,
which sets constraint on the possible detection limit in these wavelengths (Menou et al.
2001). However, estimates of the fallback disk mass in previous works are controversial.
De Luca et al. (2006) suggested that a 5× 1015 G magnetar with a disk of mass 3× 10−5M⊙
could slow down from 300 ms to 6.67 hr over 2000 yr. Ho & Andersson (2017) investigated
the spin-down processes of 1E 1613 during the ejector and propeller stage. Assuming a
constant mass flow rate (∼ 10−12M⊙yr
−1), they showed that a NS with magnetic field of
5 × 1015 G can spin down from milliseconds to 6.67 hr over its a few kyr lifetime. And the
initial mass of the fallback disk was estimated to be ∼ 10−9M⊙. Tong et al. (2016) used a
similar model but considered the evolution of the mass flow rate in the disk, and predicted
a disk mass of 10−5M⊙ with a comparable magnetic field.
In this work, we perform Monte-Carlo simulations of the spin evolution of a magnetar
interacting with a fallback disk. Our method of calculating the spin-down torque is similar to
that in previous works, but we take into account some important factors (e.g., the conditions
determining the inner and outer radii of the disk, and possible mass loss from the disk), which
was not included in those works. We set up the model in section 2 and present the numerically
calculated results in section 3. We summarize the results and discuss their implications in
section 4.
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2. The Fallback Disk Model
After the SN explosion, part of the ejected material may be gravitationally captured
by the newborn NS (Woosley 1993; Chatterjee et al. 2000; Alpar 2001; Wang et al. 2006;
Benli & Ertan 2016). If the fallback material possesses sufficient angular momentum, a disk
may form around the NS1. Similar as in the cases of tidal disruption events (Shen & Matzner
2012) and accretion-induced collapse (Liu & Li 2015), the gravitationally captured fossil disk
evolves following the viscous diffusion equation. If the viscosity coefficient ν depends on the
radius R in a power law, ν ∝ Rn, one can obtain self-similar solutions for the disk evolution
(Pringle 1981; Cannizzo et al. 1990).
The disk usually evolves through four phases with decreasing mass flow rate and ex-
panding size as summarized in Liu & Li (2015): In phase 1, the newly formed disk takes
the form of a slim or thick disk with a super-Eddington mass flow rate, characterized by
advective cooling (Cannizzo & Gehrels 2009). Phase 1 ends when the outermost region of
the disk is dominated by radiative cooling and turns to be geometrically thin. In Phase 2,
the disk comprises an inner slim disk surrounded by an outer thin disk. Along with the
decreasing mass flow rate, the outer thin disk region develops inwards. When the inner slim
disk region disappears, phase 2 ends and the disk evolves to phase 3, which is geometrically
thin and optically thick with efficient radiative cooling. When the mass flow rate reduces to
a few percent of the Eddington accretion rate, advection-dominated accretion flow (ADAF)
appears in the inner region and phase 4 begins. Now the disk contains an outer thin disk
region and an inner ADAF region developing outwards with decreasing mass flow rate. Ra-
diative cooling is inhibited in the ADAF region by the low density of the gas, which leads to
the heat kept in the region mostly advected onto the central object. The duration of different
phases depends on the initial mass flow rate and the NS parameters (see Appendix).
We first define several important radii that determine the state of a magnetized NS
surrounded by a disk. The first is the magnetospheric radius which is taken to be the inner
radius of the disk
Rin = ξRA, (1)
where ξ ∼ 0.5−1 (Ghosh & Lamb 1979; Wang 1996), and RA is the traditional Alfve´n radius
for spherical accretion
RA =
(
µ4
2GMM˙2in
)1/7
, (2)
where µ = BR3NS is the magnetic dipole moment of the NS (B and RNS are the dipolar
1The disk is likely to be originally in the form of a ring.
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magnetic field and the radius of the NS, respectively), G the gravitational constant, M the
NS’s mass, and M˙in the mass flow rate at the inner edge of the disk.
The second is the corotation radius Rc where the local Keplerian angular velocity ΩK(R)
equals the angular velocity Ωs of the NS,
Rc =
(
GM
Ω2s
)1/3
. (3)
The third is the light cylinder radius Rlc where the corotation velocity equals the speed
of light c,
Rlc =
c
Ωs
=
cP
2pi
, (4)
where P = 2pi/Ωs is the spin period of the NS.
We assume that accretion onto the NS is allowed when Rin < Rc. Mass accretion also
transfers angular momentum to the NS at a rate
Nin = M˙acc(GMRin)
1/2, (5)
where M˙acc is the accretion rate onto the NS. Note that according to the magnetically
threading disk model (Ghosh & Lamb 1979; Wang 1987, 1995), the interaction between the
disk and the twisted magnetic field lines can also exert a torque on the NS. Since it is highly
uncertain how efficient the magnetic torque can be, here we only take the simple form (5)
for the accretion torque.
When Rc < Rin < Rlc, the NS is in the propeller phase. If we assume that all the
material accreting onto the NS is ejected at the inner edge of the disk, the NS experiences
a spin-down torque given by
Nprop = −M˙inRinvesc(Rin) ≃ −M˙in(GMRin)
1/2. (6)
where vesc(Rin) is the escape velocity at the inner radius of the disk.
When Rin > Rlc, the NS is in the ejector phase and spins down only due to magnetic
dipole radiation. The torque is given by
NB = −
2µ2Ω3
3c3
. (7)
We assume that NB is also exerted on the NS in the accretor and propeller phases.
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2.1. The Effective Interaction Conditions
The initial parameters of our fallback disk model include the initial spin period P0 and
the magnetic field B of the NS (taken to be constant), the initial massMd and the initial outer
radius Rf of the fallback disk. The condition for the fallback disk formation is determined
by comparing Rin with Rf at the disk formation time tf . The former represents the locatioin
where the disk is disrupted by the NS magnetic field, and the latter is determined by the
initial angular momentum of the fallback material. If Rin < Rf then the disk can develop.
Otherwise, the disk is destroyed by the magnetic field and the NS evolves as an ejector.
In early works the disk formation time tf was taken to be the dynamical timescale (e.g.,
Chatterjee et al. 2000).
td ≃ 0.05 s · R
3/2
f,8 , (8)
where Rf,8 = Rf/10
8 cm. Numerical calculations show that the self-similar evolution starts
in a viscous timescale in the disk (Pringle 1991). Cannizzo et al. (1990) and Menou et al.
(2001) estimated the viscous time by use of the central temperature Tc of the disk
tv1 ≃ 2.08× 10
3 s · T−1c,6R
1/2
f,8 , (9)
where Tc,6 = Tc/10
6 K, while Ertan et al. (2009) presented the estimate in terms of the initial
disk mass Md
tv2 ≃ 1.0× 10
4 sM
−3/7
d,−4 R
25/14
f,8 . (10)
where Md,−4 = Md/10
−4M⊙. Generally td ≪ tv1 (unless Rf & 4× 10
12 cm) and tv2. Similar
as Fu & Li (2013), we take the formation time tf to be the maximum of td, tv1 (assuming
Tc,6 = 1) and tv2.
2.2. Disk Evolution
2.2.1. The mass flow rate and the accretion rate
After the fallback disk is formed, its physical parameters vary in a self-similar way
(Liu & Li 2015)
m˙ = m˙0(t/tf)
−a,
rout = rf(t/tf)
2/3,
T = T0(m˙/m˙0)
1/4,
ρ = ρ0(m˙/m˙0).
(11)
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Here rout is the outer radius Rout of the disk in units of the Schwartzschild radius RS(≈ 4×10
5
cm for a 1.4M⊙ NS), rf = Rf/RS, and m˙ is the mass flow rate M˙ at Rf in units of the
Eddington accretion rate M˙Edd (≈ 2×10
18 gs−1 for a 1.4M⊙ NS with radius of 10
6 cm). The
index a equals 4/3 or 1.25 depending on opacity (Cannizzo et al. 1990; Francischelli et al.
2002), T and ρ are the temperature and the density of the disk material, respectively. The
subscript 0 denotes the values evaluated at t = tf . From Cannizzo & Gehrels (2009) we have
T0 ≃ (0.92× 10
8 K)m˙
1/4
0 r
−5/8
f ,
ρ0 ≃ (2.14× 10
−4 g cm−3)m˙0r
−3/2
f ,
m˙0 =
Md
M˙Eddtf
,
(12)
where Md is the initial disk mass.
We assume that if the mass flow rate M˙ is higher than a critical rate2 M˙cr ≃ 1.9×10
22 g
s−1, neutrino loss rather radiation dominates the accretion flow and all the mass transferred
is accreted by the NS (Colgate 1971; Chevalier 1989). When M˙ is less than M˙cr but higher
than the local Eddington accretion rate, then the Eddington-limited accretion is enabled
and there is mass loss from the disk starting at the spherization radius3 (Shakura & Sunyaev
1973; Lipunova 1999; Grebenev 2017)
Rsph =
3
2
GMM˙
LEdd
. (13)
The mass flow rate at the inner edge of the disk is
M˙in =
{
M˙, if M˙ > M˙cr or if M˙ < M˙cr and Rin > Rsph
M˙(Rin/Rsph), if M˙ < M˙cr and Rin ≤ Rsph.
(14)
Note that when Rin < Rsph, combination of Eqs. (1), (2), and (14) leads to a new expression
of Rin
Rin = ξ
7/9
(
µ4
2GM
)1/9(
2LEdd
3GM
)−2/9
(15)
since M˙in = 2LEddRin/(3GM) ≃ 0.68(ξLEdd)
7/9µ4/9(GM)−8/9 does not vary with M˙ .
2The value of M˙cr is derived for spherical accretion onto a NS by equating the shock radius with the
photon trapping radius (Chevalier 1989). For disk accretion this value might change with the outer radius
of the disk and we adopt the same value for simplicity.
3The spherization radius is the radius in the disk where the local accretion luminosity exceeds the Ed-
dington luminosity.
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2.2.2. Conditions at the outer disk radius
The disk expands due to viscous dissipation. We specify that its outer radius increases
from Rf at the time tf to Rout at a time t(> tf) if viscous dissipation always works. However,
there are two conditions that may further constrain the outer radius of the disk. For a
differentially rotating disk there exists a so-called self-gravity radius Rsg beyond which self-
gravity is important and the disk becomes unstable (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974; Pringle
1991). In our case it can be estimated to be (Burderi et al. 1998)
Rsg ≃ 9.62× 10
10 cm ·
(
ρ
1 g cm−3
)−1/3
. (16)
Meanwhile, the temperature in the disk decrease with radius, so the outermost disk will
become neutral eventually (Menou et al. 2001; Ertan et al. 2009) if the temperature drops
to a critical value (around 300 K) (Alpar 2001). So for a given mass flow rate there exists
a so-called neutralization radius Rneu, beyond which the disk becomes passive and there is
hardly any transport of mass or angular momentum. Since the energy dissipation rate in
the disk reduces with decreasing mass flow rate, Rneu can be expressed as (Liu & Li 2015)
Rneu = Rf ·
(
T4
300 K
)4/3
·
(
k5
m˙0
)2/5
·
(
t
tf
)−19/35
. (17)
where the parameters T4 and k5 are described in Appendix.
Therefore, the actual outer radius Rout,act of an active disk should take the smallest
value among Rout, Rsg, and Rneu, i.e., Rout,act = min(Rout, Rsg, Rneu). The existence of an
active disk further requires Rin < Rout,act. Otherwise the NS spins down only via magnetic
dipole radiation.
We summarize the conditions for the working interaction between the fallback disk and
the NS as follows:
1. the formation time tf of the fallback disk is less than the age of 1E 1613;
2. the magnetospheric radius Rin at tf is smaller than the initial outer radius Rf ;
3. the disk keeps viscously active.
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3. Results
3.1. The reference model
We first set up the parameters for the reference model in our Monte-Carlo simulation:
a = 4/3, ξ = 0.5, B = 1015 G, P0 = 0.01 s, and Md and Rf are randomly distributed in
the range of [10−10, 10−1]M⊙ and [RNS, 10
6RS] , respectively. We simulate the evolution for
a sample of 106 NSs.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the formation time tf of the fallback disks against
their initial mass Md (left panel) and initial outer radius Rf (right panel), where the blue
and red colors mean that the disks can and cannot form, respectively. The condition for
disk formation is that the inner disk radius at the time tf , which depends on both the NS
magnetic field and the mass flow rate, should be less than Rf . Otherwise the disk is assumed
to be disrupted by the magnetic field and does not influence the subsequent evolution of the
NS. We use the color depth to describe the number percentage of NSs in a specific parameter
space among the total sample. It is seen that the disk formation requires relatively large
initial mass or outer radius. The black solid line in Fig. 1 represents the possible age of RCW
103 (3200 yr), which is taken to be the ending time in our calculations. So the parameters
resulting in tf longer than 3200 yr are excluded in our simulation.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the final spin period P versus Md (left panel) and
Rf (right panel) in the reference model. The blue region demonstrates the case with disk
interaction, and the red line (corresponding to a period of about 14 s) indicates the case
without disk interaction (either no disk forms or the disk is passive). One can get the
following information from the figure. (1) When Md ∼ 10
−1M⊙ − 10
−6M⊙, the spin period
increases with decreasing Md. The reason is that, with such a massive disk, the NS’s spin
period is able to reach the equilibrium spin period at 3200 yr (see also Chatterjee et al. 2000)
Peq = 2
11/14pi(GM)−5/7ξ3/2µ6/7M˙
−3/7
in . (18)
Combining Eqs. (11), (12), and (18), we have Peq ∝ M˙
−3/7
in ∝ M
−18/49
d . (2) When Md <∼
10−7 − 10−6M⊙, the NS-disk interaction is unable to decelerate the NS to the equilibrium
spin period, and the final period roughly decreases with decreasing Md. The reason is that a
smaller disk results in a smaller spin-down torque. (3) The maximum period is ∼ 2000 s with
Md ∼ 10
−7 − 10−4M⊙. This results from a combination of the following two requirements:
Md should be large enough to ensure that the NS-disk interaction can lead the NS to reach
the equilibrium spin period, and Md should be small enough to ensure sufficiently low mass
accretion rate and hence long equilibrium spin period. We also note that the final spin
period is not sensitively dependent on the initial outer radius Rf , which ranges from 10
2RS
to 105RS.
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3.2. Parameter study
We have found that in the reference model the maximum spin period is significantly
shorter than that of 1E 1613. In this subsection, we vary the values of the input parameters
(P0, B, a and ξ) based on the reference model, to see how they can influence the spin
evolution of of the NS.
3.2.1. The initial spin period P0
We first change the initial spin period of the NS. The calculated spin periods are shown
in Fig. 3 against Md (left panels) and Rf (right panels). From top to bottom, the initial
spin period is taken to be 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 s. The meanings of the symbols are same
as in Fig. 2. It is seen that the maximum period Pmax in each panel is similar, around 2000
s. Figure 4 demonstrate the spin evolution with Md = 10
−5M⊙ and Rf = 10
4RS. We also
add two cases with the initial spin period of 10 and 100 s. In each case the solid and dashed
curves represent the spin evolution stages with and without NS-disk interaction, respectively.
The six curves coincide at the time ∼ 109 s, when the NS has reached the equilibrium spin
period by the propeller torque. Thus we conclude that the final spin period is insensitive to
the choice of P0.
3.2.2. The initial magnetic field B
Figure 5 shows the final spin period distribution with different initial magnetic field B.
From top to bottom, we take B = 1014, 5 × 1014, 1015, and 5 × 1015 G. Other parameters
are same as in the reference model. Obviously Pmax becomes larger for stronger B, which
is 75 s, 838 s, 2368 s, and 15740 s, respectively. This relation closely reflects that the NS
has reached the equilibrium spin. The red lines show the spin period evolution without disk
interaction. They vary with the adopted magnetic field strength since the spin-down torque
NB ∝ B
2. Figure 6 compares the spin evolutions with different values of the magnetic field,
which confirms the results obtained by the Monte-Carlo calculation. A remarkable feature
is that the maximum periods are considerably less than the spin period of 1E 1613, even if
a very high magnetic field of 5× 1015 G is adopted.
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3.2.3. The power index a
The final spin period is also determined by the mass flow rate in the fallback disk. As
shown in Eq. (11), M˙in depends on a power law with the index a. Given m˙0 and tf , the
larger a, the smaller M˙ , hence the longer Peq. However, a smaller M˙ means that the disk
could become passive and stop the interaction with the NS at an earlier time. The value of
a depends on the opacity law in the disk, ranging between 19/16 and 4/3 (Cannizzo et al.
1990; Pringle 1991; Cannizzo & Gehrels 2009). In the reference model the power index a
in Eq. (11) is taken to be 4/3. Now we use another value of 1.25 and show the calculated
results in Fig. 7. The top and bottom panels compare the results with these two values of
a. There is no remarkable difference between the two cases. The maximum spin periods are
both around 2000 s.
3.2.4. The parameter ξ
The equilibrium period Peq ∝ ξ
3/2, indicating that ξ may also be an important parame-
ter. It relates the inner disk radius with the Alfv´en radius for spherical accretion. However,
the value of ξ is poorly known. It is usually taken to be 0.5 (Ghosh & Lamb 1979; Long et al.
2005), but Wang (1996) argued that ξ ≃ 1 may be a better choice. We compare the spin
period distribution with ξ = 1 and 0.5 in Fig. 8. The maximum spin period increases to be
∼ 6000 s when ξ = 1, which is about 3 times of that in the reference model.
3.2.5. Parameter space for the 6.67 hr final period
From the above analysis we find that the parameters that can significantly influence
Pmax are Md, Rf , B, and ξ. Larger B and ξ lead to longer Pmax, so we fix B = 5 × 10
15
G and ξ = 1 and redo the Monte-Carlo simulation to search for the parameter space that
can account for the spin period of 1E 1613. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where the top
and bottom panels correspond to the age of 3200 yr and 4000 yr, respectively. In the former
case we get Pmax ≃ 6.5 hr with Md ∼ 8 × 10
−8M⊙ and Rf ∼ 3 × 10
5RS. In the latter we
get Pmax ≃ 7.6 hr with Md ∼ 6 × 10
−8M⊙ and Rf ∼ 3 × 10
5RS, and P & 6.67 hr with
Md ∼ (6 − 14) × 10
−8M⊙ and Rf ∼ (1.8 − 3.6) × 10
5RS. The very small parameter space
suggests that 1E 1613 is a rare object. In Fig. 10 we show the spin evolutionary track with
the initial parameters taken to be B = 5× 1015 G, P0 = 0.01 s, ξ = 1, Md = 8.9× 10
−8M⊙,
and Rf = 3.5× 10
5RS. The final spin period at the age of 4000 yr is 24042 s. The solid and
dashed curves represent the spin evolutionary stages with and without NS-disk interaction,
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respectively. Most of the spin-down is caused by the propeller torque exerted by the disk.
4. Discussion
In this work we investigate how a fallback disk can help the NS 1E 1613 spin down to
the 6.67 hr period within about 3200 yr. We show that if 1E 1613 was born with B & 5×1015
G, it can be spun down to extremely slow spin by the NS-fallback disk interaction, provided
that the initial mass and outer radius of the disk are around ∼ 10−7M⊙ and 3 × 10
5RS,
respectively. This implies that 1E 1613 is indeed rare. More generally, whenMd <∼ 10
−7M⊙,
the NS is likely to be in the ejector phase and acts as a pulsar or a normal magnetar. With
a more massive fallback disk the NS experiences less efficient spin-down because of higher
mass flow rate. A comparison of the spin evolution withMd = 10
−9, 10−7, 10−5, and 10−3M⊙
is shown in Fig. 11.
Our results share some similarities with previous studies (Ho & Andersson 2017; Tong et al.
2016), but are in contradiction with them in some respects. In Fig. 12 we plot our simu-
lated results in the P vs. Md plane. The left and right panel corresponding to ξ = 0.5 and
1, respectively. The results of Ho & Andersson (2017) and Tong et al. (2016) are depicted
with the red square in the left panel and the red circle in the right panel, respectively. It is
obviously seen that they are outside of the predicted region in our simulation. The possible
reasons for this discrepancy are as follows. Ho & Andersson (2017) used a small constant
mass flow rate M˙ = 10−12M⊙yr
−1 to calculate the NS spin evolution. With such a mass
flow rate, we can infer that either Md is extremely small so the disk is disrupted by the NS
magnetic field at birth, or tf is longer than the lifetime of 1E 1613. In both cases there is no
efficient NS-disk interaction to spin down the NS. Tong et al. (2016) considered an evolving
mass flow rate, and got a required initial disk mass ∼ 10−5M⊙ by assuming tf = 2000 s.
With such a disk mass, the viscous time in the disk is estimated to be ∼ 107 − 1011 s de-
pending on the magnitude of Rf . This will lead to a shorter propeller episode and hence a
smaller spin period. However, if we ignore the requirements on the disk formation, we can
obtain comparable results with them. This can be seen that, the two symbols are confined
by the two orange lines, which reflect the lower and upper boundaries of the equilibrium spin
periods.
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5. Summary
In this work we explore the possible parameter space in the fallback disk model that
can reproduce the extremely slow spin of 1E 1613. Compared with previous studies, we take
into account some important factors that affect the formation and evolution of the fallback
disk, including the conditions determining the inner and outer radii of the disk, and possible
mass loss from the disk. Our results show that an ultrastrong magnetic field & 1015 G is
not sufficient to explain its current spin period. Moreover, a fallback disk with initial mass
∼ 10−7M⊙ is required. More or less massive disks are unable to spin down the NS to 6.67
hr period within ∼ 3− 4 kyr. This implies that the current state of 1E1613 is actually very
difficult to reach, so its evolution can provide very interesting constraints on the supernova
fallback model. Among the known magnetars, 1E1613 is the only one with very long spin
period. If future observations discover a population of extremely slowly spinning magnetars
like 1E1613, it means that either the parameters of supernova fallback occupy a limited range
or the model of fallback evolution should be significantly revised.
We thank the referee for helpful comments. This work was supported by the National
Key Research and Development Program of China (2016YFA0400803), the Natural Science
Foundation of China under grant Nos. 11333004 and 11773015, Project U1838201 supported
by NSFC and CAS.
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A. The parameters T4 and k5
From Liu & Li (2015) we provide the derivation and expressions of T4 and k5 as follows.
t1 = tf
(
m˙0
rf
)1/2
,
k2 = rf
(
t1
tf
)38/21
,
ρ2 = ρ0
(
rf
m˙0
)3
,
T2 = T0
(
t1
tf
)1/4(
rf
m˙0
)1/4
,
tgas = tf

290
rf
· k
16/21
2
(
m˙0
k2
)4/9(
rf · ρ
1/3
2 ·m
2/3
2.92× 105
)2/3
441/160
,
T3 = T2
[
290 ·
m˙
16/21
0
rf
]3/20
×
(
m˙0
k2
)2/7(
tgas
tf
)16/49
,
T4 = T3
(
1.5× 104 ·
m˙
2/3
0
rf
)−3/20
,
k5 = k2
(
tgas
tf
)3/14
.
(A1)
B. The time scale for the phases of disk evolution
We present the time scale for each phase of the disk evolution as follows.
t1 = tf
(
m˙0
rf
)1/2
≈


3.16× 10−3 s · m˙
1/2
0 Rf,8, if tf = td
132 s · m˙
1/2
0 , if tf = tv1
632 s ·M
−3/7
d,−4 R
9/7
f,8 m˙
1/2
0 , if tf = tv2.
(B1)
t2 = tf
(
k5
rin
)14/19
≈


1.28× 10−3 s · ξ−14/19µ
−8/19
30 R
1424/969
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
4/19
in , if tf = td
53 s · ξ−14/19µ
−8/19
30 R
455/969
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
4/19
in , if tf = tv1
257 s · ξ−14/19µ
−8/19
30 M
−3/7
d,−4 R
11906/6783
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
4/19
in , if tf = tv2.
(B2)
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t3 = tf(k5·r
2
in)
14/19
≈


468 s · ξ28/19µ
16/19
30 R
1424/969
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
−8/19
in , if tf = td
1.94× 107 s · ξ28/19µ
16/19
30 R
155/969
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
−8/19
in , if tf = tv1
9.35× 107 s · ξ28/19µ
16/19
30 M
−3/7
d,−4 R
11906/6783
f,8 m˙
712/969
0 m˙
−8/19
in , if tf = tv2.
(B3)
where rin = Rin/RS, m˙in = M˙in/M˙Edd and µ30 = µ/(10
30 G cm3), andMd,−4 =Md/10
−4M⊙.
For example, for the parameters of the reference model: ξ = 0.5, a = 4/3 and Md =
10−5M⊙, Rf = 10
4RS, B = 10
15 G, we get tf ≈ 0.62 yr, m˙0 ≈ 514 and t1 ≈ 0.14 yr, t2 ≈ 0.5
yr, t3 ≈ 2.6×10
15 yr. For the parameters in Fig. 10: ξ = 1, a = 4/3 andMd = 8.9×10
−8M⊙,
Rf = 3.5×10
5RS, B = 5×10
15 G, we get tf ≈ 2670 yr, m˙0 ≈ 10
−3 and t1 ≈ 0.15 yr, t2 ≈ 0.07
yr, t3 ≈ 2.7× 10
16 yr. In both cases the NS spends most of its lifetime in phase 3.
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Fig. 1.— Distribution of the formation time tf of the fallback disks against the initial mass
Md (left panels) and the initial outer radius Rf (right panels). In the upper and lower
panels we use the red and blue colors to represent the cases that disk cannot and can form,
respectively. The color depth describes the number density of NSs in a specific parameter
space. The black solid line represents the possible age of RCW 103 (3200 yr), which is taken
to be the ending time in our calculations.
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Fig. 2.— Distribution of the final spin period against Md (left panel) and Rf (right panel)
in the reference model. The values of the initial parameters are listed in the left panel. The
black solid line represents the period (6.67 h) of 1E 1613. The blue region shows the cases
with disk interaction, and the red line (corresponding to a period of about 14 s) shows the
cases without disk interaction because either no disk can form or the disk is passive.
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Fig. 3.— Same as Fig. 2, but with the initial spin period taken to be 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1
s from top to bottom (the values are listed in the left panel).
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Fig. 4.— The spin evolution with the initial spin period taken to be 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10,
and 100 s. In all cases Md = 10
−5M⊙ and Rf = 10
4RS. The spin periods coincide at the
time ∼ 109 s and evolve to ∼ 820 s at the time 3200 yr. In each case the solid and dashed
and solid curves represent the evolutionary stages with and without NS-disk interaction,
respectively. The red line represents the period of 1E1613, and its length corresponds to the
possible range of the age (2000− 4000 yr) of RCW 103.
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Fig. 5.— Same as Fig. 2 but with the initial magnetic field B = 1014, 5 × 1014, 1015, and
5× 1015 G from top to bottom. The red lines (corresponding to periods of about 1.4 s, 7 s,
14 s and 70 s from top to bottom) represent the cases without disk interaction.
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Fig. 6.— Same as Fig. 4, but for the NS spin evolution with the initial magnetic field
B = 1014, 5× 1014, 1015, and 5× 1015 G.
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Fig. 7.— Same as Fig. 2 but with a = 4/3 (upper panels) and 1.25 (lower panels).
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Fig. 8.— Same as Fig. 2 but with ξ = 0.5 (upper panels) and 1 (lower panels).
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Fig. 9.— Same as Fig. 2 but with B = 5× 1015 G and ξ = 1. In the upper and lower panels
the ending time is taken to be 3200 and 4000 yr, respectively. The red lines (corresponding
to periods of about 70 s and 78.5 s from top to bottom) represent the cases without disk
interaction.
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Fig. 10.— The NS spin evolution with B = 5 × 1015 G, P0 = 0.01 s, ξ = 1, Md =
8.9× 10−8M⊙, and Rf = 3.5× 10
5RS. The final spin period at the age of 4000 yr is 24042 s.
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Fig. 11.— Same as Fig. 10 but with Md = 10
−9M⊙, 10
−7M⊙, 10
−5M⊙, and 10
−3M⊙.
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Fig. 12.— The blue regions represent the distribution of NSs that reach equilibrium spin
perids in the P −Md plane. The red line (with the period around 70 s) represent the cases
without disk interaction. The two orange lines confining the predicted regions represent the
lower and upper boundaries of the equilibrium spin periods. The red square in the left panel
and the red circle in the right panel correspond to the results of Ho & Andersson (2017) and
Tong et al. (2016), respectively.
